
  

FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

Risk factors
Public health interventions
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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Pizza Hut 401 North State Street Desloge 63601

Chicken, deep fryer 172 to 198 Pizza prep table, right top: tomatoes, cheese, bacon 47, 48, 47

Pizza, oven 175, 193 Pizza prep table, middle top: chicken 45

Hold hot cabinet, ambient 168 Pizza prep table, left top: cheese, ham 37, 38

Chicken and pasta casserole, oven 207 Pizza prep table, right bottom, ambient, dough 38, 40

Pizza prep table, bottom, middle and left, ambient 41, 40

NOTE

3-01.16B

4-601.11A

TEMPERATURES, continued, in degrees Fahrenheit:
Pasta prep table, top: ham 37, meatballs 39, cut tomatoes 39
Pasta prep table, bottom: ambient 38, cooked chicken 33
Walk-in cooler: ambient 32, cooled cooked chicken 37, cooling chicken 49 (time and temperature
log showed chicken is cooling within required parameters)

Food held in the right side, top, of the pizza prep cooler had internal temperatures of 45 to 47F.
Potentially hazardous food shall be held at 41F or lower. NOTE: the ambient temperature in the
bottom right side was 38F and dough held in that area was 40F; food held in the top left side was
below 41F. Please have unit serviced to ensure food is held below 41F in the top right side of this
unit. Until it is repaired, please do not store potentially hazardous food in the top right side.
Temporarily corrected on site by moving bacon and cut tomatoes into left side of cooler.
Pizza pans were nested on the back storage shelf. Many of the pans had a thick coat of

baked-on encrustations. Because these pans are nested, food contact surfaces come in contact
with the encrustations which can cause contamination. Please remove encrustations; if not able
to be removed, then replace pans.

2/3/17

2/16/17

4-204.112
A

4-601.11C

4-601.11C

4-501.14

4-501.14

4-601.11C

4-601.11C

A thermometer was not found in the bottom of the pasta prep table. A thermometer shall be
placed in a convenient-to-read location in the warmest part of the cooler. Please install a
thermometer in this cooler.
Accumulation of food debris on the inside of the hot hold cabinet (dividing shelf and lowest

shelf). Nonfood contact surfaces shall be cleaned at a frequency to prevent debris accumulation.
Please clean the inside of this unit.
Accumulation of debris observed on the rack holding dirty dishes. Please clean rack at a

frequency to prevent debris buildup (food debris feeds pests and allows bacterial growth).
The outside surfaces of the mechanical dish washer were dirty. Warewashing machines shall

be kept clean. Please clean machine.
Accumulation of debris on the sprayer head at the 3-vat sink. Please clean head as often as

needed to keep clean.
Accumulation of debris observed on the racks holding clean equipment in the back storage

room. Please clean racks to prevent contamination of equipment.
Accumulation of debris observed inside the dough proofer, and the cup holding a thermometer,

and the thermometer, were dirty. Please clean inside of proofer, clean thermometer, and replace
cup.

1/31/17

1/31/17

2/3/17

1/27/17

1/27/17

1/30/17

1/28/17

NOTE: sanitizer solution in 3-vat sink and mechanical dish machine were 100 ppm; sanitizer in buckets was 200 ppm.
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PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Salad bar: lettuce salad, potato salad, eggs, cheese 41, 41, 34, 39

Salad bar, bottom, ambient 41

NOTE Time as a Public Health Control is used for hot items during the lunch buffet. Lunch buffet is
available from 11:30 am to 1:00 pm Sunday through Friday. An updated form was prepared
during this inspection.

6-501.12A

4-203.12B

6-501.11

Debris and a package of cigarettes were observed on the floor in the walk-in freezer. Physical
facilities shall be kept clean. Please clean floor (remove as much of the black build-up as
possible).
The integral thermometer read 183F on the outside of the Henny Penny hot hold cabinet. The

measured temperature was 168F. Thermometers reading only in Fahrenheit shall be accurate
within +/- 3F. Please install a thermometer on the inside of this unit and use it to monitor the
temperature of the cabinet.
A coving tile was missing near the entry into the back storage room. Facility shall be

maintained in good repair, and floor/wall junctures shall be sealed. Please repair to prevent
accumulation of debris in the missing tile area.

1/31/17

1/31/17

2/16/17
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